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Junior champ joins Wiley X
P

rotective-eyewear maker Wiley X
has added top shooter 19-year-old
Dane Jonas Prip Christensen (left) to
its Elite Shooting Team.
Alongside being crowned World
Champion in compact shooting,
Jonas also won the European Team
Championship in the same discipline
in 2013 and repeated the feat the
following year.
Jonas stated: “I’m extremely proud
to be joining the Wiley X Elite
Shooting Team because it holds some
of the best shooters in the world. As a
prescription glasses wearer I very much
look forward to being able to benefit
from the expertise of Wiley X and I’m
confident it will be able to provide me
with prescription eyewear that will give

me an extra edge when competing.”
Wiley X’s European vice-president
and outdoor director, Thomas
Wæver, added: “I have followed Jonas
for a couple of years and I’m very
impressed with him and his high level
of shooting, as well as the way he is
dedictated to his sport.
“For Wiley X it is essential to
work with the best of the best and
in Jonas we have a person who will
provide us with useful information on
our hunting as well as our shooting
eyewear. I can hardly wait to begin
working with Jonas and to gain from
his expertise.”
Wiley X
W: www.wileyx.eu

The Benjamin Maximus PCP airgun
was launched at SHOT Show 2016.

Benjamin launches entry-level PCP airgun
Benjamin Airguns, the premier
hunting brand of Crosman
Corporation, has introduced
a low-cost, high-performance,
precharged pneumatic airgun
designed for those on a budget.
The Maximus is a single-shot,
bolt-action air rifle offered in
an attractive black synthetic allweather stock in both .177 and
.22 calibres.

BRITISH MADE TO THE

HIGHEST QUALITY, OPTIMAL ACCURACY

deliver up to 30 shots. The action
is machined to accept dovetail
optic mounts and the barrel is
threaded, allowing additional
accessories and customisation.
Product manager Sonia Nau
added: “With velocities up to
1,000fps in .177 calibre and
900fps in .22, the Maximus will
help hunters limit out on small
game without having to empty

their wallets.”
Launched at SHOT Show
2016, the Maximus features an
on-board pressure gauge for
monitoring fill pressure and a
single-stage trigger and will be
available in the spring.
Crosman Corporation
T: +1 800 724 7486
W: www.crosman.com

COMES AS STANDARD... AS LONG AS YOUR NOT SHIVERING!
A lifetime guarantee and over 40 years
of experience focusing entirely on scope
mounts means you are in safe hands, your
prey however is not! Don’t set your sights
on anything else, see our full range at:
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www.guntradeworld.com
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Crosman’s vice-president of
marketing, Jennifer Lambert,
said: “Built in America, the
Maximus is for those shooters
looking for a PCP-powered
rifle that delivers maximum
performance for the price. It’s
packed with features and can be
filled easily with a hand pump.”
The Maximus has a maximum
fill pressure of 2,000 PSI and can
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